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Geodex Minerals (GXM-TSXV; C$0.74)
reported a resource estimate from its Sisson
Brook project in New Brunswick that shows
the world-class potential of that
molybdenum-tungsten deposit. An extensive
drilling program over the past year has
demonstrated that the deposit extends well
beyond the limits of the resource estimate
and also suggested the potential for some
higher grade zones. Sisson Brook is ideally
suited for mine development, in an active
logging area and close to infrastructure.
Geodex also holds a property on which Teck
Cominco is pursuing high grade indium
values and it holds several other exploration
properties in that mining-friendly province.

pounds molybdenum resource estimate
released in November 2007. That estimate
will now be updated to incorporate results
from the past season’s drilling which
outlined a couple of new zones that could
add substantial size to a deposit that already
ranks as world-class. Work, funded by a
major, continues at the Mount Pleasant West
project to evaluate a zone with high values
of indium. The company is exploring other
high potential projects in New Brunswick.
The current share price doesn’t come close
to recognizing the value of Sisson Brook,
nor the potential of the other projects.

Geodex Minerals (GXM-TSXV; C$0.74)
reported assays from the East Flank zone of
its Sisson Brook project in New Brunswick,
with assays up to 58.5 meters of 0.134%
tungsten and 0.131% molybdenum. This
new zone was not incorporated into the 381
million pound tungsten and 126 million

Price January 30, 2008: C$0.74
Shares Outstanding: 61 million
Shares Fully Diluted: 66 million
Market Cap: C$ 60 million
Contact: Investor Relations
(604) 689-7771
www.geodexminerals.org
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